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Abstract

Before we can obfuscate portions of an image to enhance

privacy, we must know what portions are considered sensi-

tive. In this paper, we report results from a study aimed

at identifying sensitive content in photos from a human-

centered perspective. We collected sensitive photos and/or

descriptions of sensitive photos from participants and asked

them to identify which elements of the photo made each

photo sensitive. Using this information, we propose an ini-

tial two-level taxonomy of sensitive content categories. This

taxonomy may be useful to privacy researchers, online so-

cial network designers, policy makers, computer vision re-

searchers and anyone wishing to identify potentially sensi-

tive content in photos. We conclude by providing insights

about how these results may be used to enhance computer

vision approaches to protecting image privacy.

1. Introduction

Obfuscating sensitive elements of photos can be a step

towards enhancing privacy while maintaining utility (e.g.,

[10, 13, 17, 29]). For example, Google Street View au-

tomatically blurs people’s faces and vehicle license plates

[13] in an attempt to hide what Google considers to be “per-

sonally identifiable data” (i.e., faces and license plate text)

[11]. However, it is likely that there is other information in

the images captured by street view that is “personally identi-

fiable” or, perhaps more important from our perspective, is

considered sensitive or private by those people whose im-

ages are captured.

A prerequisite to developing human-centered photo pri-

vacy protections is that we must first know what content

users consider sensitive or private. However, most existing

work approaches obfuscation of elements in photos from a

security modeling or legal perspective, rather than a human-

centered perspective. From the legal perspective, only pre-

defined items such as social security number and date of

birth are to be protected [25]. From the security modeling

perspective, there must be a threat and an attacker [4]. From

a human-centered perspective, though, privacy is far more

complex than either the legal or security modeling perspec-

tives suggest. For example, while an “immodest outfit” may

not be a target for an attacker, nor covered under legal def-

initions of PII, it may very well be considered sensitive by

users.

Therefore, to design the requirements for computer vi-

sion systems that identify and obfuscate sensitive elements

in photos, we must have precise knowledge regarding users’

perspective about sensitive content in photos. However, this

knowledge is currently lacking.

To generate a systematic framework that is based on a

human-centered understanding of privacy and content sen-

sitivity to guide the recognition of content which could be

obfuscated to improve privacy, we collected 98 data ele-

ments (e.g., photos) from 20 MTurk participants, and asked

them to identify the sensitive content in each photo. Us-

ing this data, we created a two-level taxonomy of sensitive

content categories, with detailed examples of each category

(Table 2). This framework may be useful as a guideline

when developing online photo privacy protection mecha-

nisms. Specifically, this framework suggests what content

should be obfuscated from a human-centered perspective.

After describing what content is sensitive and why people

are reluctant to share it, we provide insights on how com-

puter vision may be able to automate identification of sen-

sitive content and describe related challenges which may

guide future computer vision research.

2. Background

In this section, we introduce the two important aspects of

photo privacy protection: obfuscation method and sensitive

content. Ongoing work is exploring methods to obfuscate

sensitive content. In this work we focus on the prerequisite

aspect—determining what content is sensitive.

Obfuscation, may be defined as “the production of noise

modeled on an existing signal in order to make a collec-

tion of data more ambiguous, confusing, harder to exploit,

more difficult to act on, and therefore less valuable” [7].

Obfuscating photos, which controls the information disclo-

sure, has been adopted by both OSN (Online Social Net-

work) users in the wild and researchers. For example,
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Figure 1. Obfuscation examples. Left: avatar. Right: inpainting.

privacy-conscious users apply mosaics on their vehicle li-

cense plates or add emojis on other irrelevant people’s faces

in a photo. However, users are often unaware of the poten-

tial sensitive content; that is to say, they may not know what

content to obfuscate. On the other hand, researchers are

turning to develop mechanisms to automatically recognize

sensitive content and obfuscate it [17, 31].

Obfuscation method (what to use), and sensitive content

(what to obfuscate) are two important considerations when

developing an effective and usable photo protection mecha-

nism. With adequate existing knowledge on the first aspect,

the second aspect—sensitive content—needs more investi-

gation.

2.1. Obfuscation Method

Prior work has identified the trade-off existing between

the effectiveness and the user experience of obfuscations.

For example, one study finds that blurring provides a good

experience while it is not effective; a highly effective form

of obfuscation, blocking, destroys photo aesthetic, thus it is

not likable [24]. They also suggest two promising obfusca-

tions – avatar (replacing the person with a cartoon avatar)

and inpainting (completely removing a person) (Figure 1),

which are both effective and provide a good user experi-

ence [24]. Another study further applies different obfus-

cations on scene elements in a photo and investigates their

effectiveness and viewer experience. Their result shows ap-

plying silhouettes on objects performs well [14]. In brief,

prior works have provided some effective and usable obfus-

cations options. The next step is to understand what content

in a photo should be obfuscated, which is our focus.

2.2. Sensitive Content

To the best of our knowledge there is no work that sys-

temically identifies and summarizes sensitive content in

photos. Most photo obfuscation systems consider peo-

ple’s identity to be the highest priority sensitive content

[10, 17, 29]. Aside from the identity of people, other el-

ements may also reveal personal information (e.g., a phone

screen showing intimate text messages may be unintention-

Category Citation Research method

Identity [1] Interview

[5] Focus group

[17] N/A

[22] Interview

Nudity [27] EU Data Protection

Directive 95/46/EC,

US Privacy Act of 1974,

OSNs rules

Factors that [1] Interview

harm impression [16] In situ study

management

Factors that [16] In situ study

reveal personal [3] Previous news

information

Illegal [5] Focus group

Photo quality [19] Survey

[22] Interview

Table 1. Sensitive content in prior work.

ally captured in a photo [21]). In ubiquitous computing sit-

uations, monitor screen and irrelevant persons in photos are

considered sensitive [16], while photos containing text in-

formation, people’s address, organization, and email lead

to privacy concerns [3, 12]. OSN users are also concerned

about some objects in photos and photo backgrounds [2].

There is no existing framework that summarizes and cat-

egorizes sensitive photo content. Based on our review of

existing literature, we have identified six categories of sen-

sitive image content discussed in previous work (Table 1).

2.3. Limitations of prior work

There are two major limitations in prior work. First,

these identified types of sensitive content are mostly coarse-

grained categories, which do not provide enough informa-

tion that can be used practically. For example, it is unclear

what content on a computer monitor is sensitive (a personal

bank account number is sensitive, but The New York Times’

website may not be sensitive). Hence, they are unable to

support photo privacy protection mechanisms in capturing

most of the potential privacy threats in online photos. Sec-

ond, some works use federal laws [25] and official OSN

rules to predict sensitive content, instead of collecting real

users’ opinions about sensitive content in their own photos

[27]. This means the mechanisms using their definition of

‘sensitive content’ may not meet users’ real needs, which

harms their applicability in a real-world usage scenario and

reduces their power if applied on OSNs. Our work aims to

bridge this gap by identifying sensitive content categories

from real users’ opinions about their own photos.
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Figure 2. Sensitive content examples. Left: old houseware. Right:

medical condition. To protect participants’ privacy, these are rep-

resentative images similar to those uploaded by participants.

3. Method

To understand what photo content is sensitive, we col-

lected photos and/or descriptions of photos with sensitive

content from MTurkers. We defined private for the pur-

poses of this study as photos that participants do not want

to share with 1) anyone, 2) family, 3) friends, 4) col-

leagues/classmates, and 5) acquaintances. For each photo

a participant uploaded we asked them “What content in this

photo do you consider sensitive?” Our analysis of sensitive

content types is based on the answer to this question.

3.1. Participants

We recruited 20 participants (11 male, 9 female) via

Amazon Mechanical Turk. Seventy-five percent of partic-

ipants were aged 25-34. The majority were white (65%),

while the other 35% were black, Asian, and Hispanic. At

least 80% reported using the Internet and OSNs a few times

a day, and 70% uploaded photos to OSNs several times a

day, once a day, or several times a week. The other 30%

uploaded photos a few times a month.

3.2. Procedure

After giving their informed consent, participants an-

swered six demographic questions and two social network

familiarity questions. Next, we asked participants to look at

the photos stored on their phone and identify a photo that

they considered “private” (photo 1). Once they identified

such a photo we provided three options: 1) share the photo

with us, 2) look for a similar photo online with similar con-

tent and share that photo with us, or 3) describe the photo in

detailed text.

After uploading or describing the first photo, participants

repeated this procedure four times. For each photo, a dif-

ferent context was provided. Specifically, we asked them

to identify a photo they would not want to share with their

family (photo 2), friends (3), colleagues/classmates (4), and

acquaintances (5).

4. Results

In total, we collected 98 data points. Of these, 91 were

photos from participants. Sixty-five photos were personal

photos and the remaining twenty-six are photos that partic-

ipants found online that were similar to the personal photos

they identified on their phone. Additionally, two partici-

pants opted to provide text descriptions for some of their

photos, resulting in a total of seven text descriptions.

For each data point, participants answered the question

“What content in the photo do you consider sensitive?” In

this question, some participants also provided their thoughts

and additional comments about the sensitive content they

identified. We first confirmed that their description matched

the content in the corresponding photo or text, then grouped

the answers into seven main categories (see the two-level

sensitive content categories in Table 2).

The categories that emerged from our data roughly align

with the six sensitive content categories we derived from

previous literature as described in the background section.

However, our data suggests both expansion and refinement

of these categories. Below we discuss each main category

and how an overall categorization of sensitive content can

be developed (see Table 2).

Consistent with previous work [1, 5], we found that par-

ticipants in our study identified identity of people as sensi-

tive content. Regarding children, despite the many benefits

of mothers sharing children’s photos (e.g., archiving child-

hood, receiving validation of motherhood [22]), participants

in our study expressed concerns when answering the sensi-

tive content question that their photos might be accessed by

untrusted audiences, and one participant also stated that this

was a decision that her son would make by himself when he

was old enough.

Nudity or partial nudity is another common concern, in-

cluding nudity of the photo owner, their partner, or unknown

people in photos they download to their phones.

Also aligned with previous work, participants identified

sensitive content congruent with extensive impression man-

agement, refusing to share photos with unflattering appear-

ance (e.g., messy hair, inmodest outfit) and behavior that

may be interpreted in a negative way (e.g., inappropriate

joke) [1].

The next two categories refer to different types of per-

sonal information. Other than the identity information

which previous work has mentioned [3, 12], we uncover

that medical conditions are sensitive, indicating an un-

healthy condition accordingly shows the person’s weakness

to photo viewers (right image in Figure 2). Moreover, view-

ers may infer disease, which could be highly private, based

on revealed medical information. Another concern is con-

tent that exposes them being LGBT (e.g., attending gay

pride with a same-gender partner). Users’ personal habits

and interests are considered sensitive as well: “I do not
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Category Sub-category Sensitive content examples

People in the photo - The identity of people (22) - Photo owner’s face, family member’s face, cousin, ex-girlfriend

- Children (9) - Young step son, photo owner’s kids, young niece

Nudity - Nudity or partial nudity (11) - Wife/girlfriend nudity, photo owner nudity, shirtless, wife’s Bikini

Impression - Appearance (5) - Messy hair, no makeup, inmodest outfit, bare feet, fat body

management - Facial expression (2) - Bad facial expression, goofy face

- Embarrassing shots (2) - Embarrassing shot of me sleeping in a chair

- Behavior/activity that may be - Modeling clothes and being vain, inappropriate/risque joke,

interpreted in a negative way (4) photo owner is with a lot of food and looks bad

- Low economic status (2) - Low-quality food, old housewares

- Sensitive environment (3) - Party, club, bar

- Private area at home (3) - Bathroom, toilet, a messy corner

- Photo quality (1) - bad angle and being technically flawed

- Pet’s behavior (1) - Dog peeing

Factual personal - Identity information (3) - ID card, bank account, signature, home address, family trust

information - Medical condition (7) - Hospital stay, head injury, vomiting, skin rash, grandma in hospital

- LGBT related (3) - Hang out with the same-gender partner, transvestite

- Affiliation (1) - Wearing army uniform

- Phone screenshot (2) - Text messages with a friend, screenshot with time on it

- Location (1) - Attending a social event which reveals location

Subjective personal - Habit/interest (2) - Exercise instruction, album cover, hang out with special friends

information

Could get me - Illegal/inappropriate content (5) - drinking, drunk, teenage illegal drinking, drug test result

into trouble - Unauthorized/no permission (6) - supervisor’s face, friend met online, family member, roommate,

a person passed away and not able to ask him for permission

Personal moment - Personal moment (3) - Kissing, intimate and affectionate moment, date night

Table 2. Two-level sensitive content categories with examples. The number in parentheses represents the number of photos/text descriptions

in this sub-subcategory.

want them to know the type of music I listen to as they may

judge me.”

Sharing illegal content, such as underage drinking and

drug test result on OSN is risky, because they “could have

got in trouble for doing so.” We find that participants re-

spect others’ privacy when they are unauthorized to share a

photo. This happens when a person in the photo “asked me

not to share it.”

5. Discussion

In the previous section we outlined what content is con-

sidered sensitive. In this section, we summarize why people

are not willing to share various types types of sensitive con-

tent. We also discuss how computer vision can be applied

to our findings, as well as the associated challenges.

5.1. Reasons for not sharing

The categories outlined in our results section reflect four

main reasons for not sharing a photo. The first reason is

to maintain a good impression. People use OSN as a tool

to manage their impression, by tuning themselves from the

actual self to the ought self (a person’s representation of the

attributes that others believe he or she should have) [15].

Hence, they are willing to share photos that emphasize so-

cially desirable characteristics [9], but avoid those that may

harm their impression, such as the examples in the impres-

sion management and environment categories.

The second reason is personal, family, and property

safety. People have realized that due to the complexity of

OSNs, it becomes a hotbed of various crimes. For example,

children’s photos may be accessed by online predators [33].

Combined with location leakage (e.g., home address), chil-

dren may even become offline victims. OSN could also fa-

cilitate online fraud and identity theft attacks by collecting

the user’s name, email address, social security number, or

bank account information [6, 26]. Safety is mainly a con-

cern in the factual personal information and people cate-

gories.

Third, people avoid sharing photos which could get them

into trouble. On the one hand, they will not show evidence

on OSNs that they have violated the law. One participant

showed us a photo of a positive drug test for marijuana.
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She is currently nursing a baby and this photo indicates she

smoked right after the baby was born. Sharing this photo

online may result in losing custody of her baby. On the

other hand, they try to avoid social tension engendered by

unauthorized sharing. We find that people generally show

their respect for others’ privacy concerns if they are asked

not to share. However, if photo owners are not aware of

others’ concerns, the multi-party sharing conflict is still an

issue, since OSN users have less control over themselves in

group photos uploaded by other people other than untagging

[5].

5.2. Opportunities and challenges for computer vi
sion

Existing computer vision mechanisms have achieved al-

most human level accuracy on people recognition using

neural networks [30, 32]. Regarding children, one work de-

veloped an automatic system that detects images contain-

ing children in different poses [18]. Combined with ef-

fective and usable obfuscations introduced in [24] such as

avatar and inpainting, the privacy concerns of the people in

the photo should be sufficiently addressed. Nudity, another

common sensitive content, can be successfully detected by

skin detection and image zoning [28].

With respect to impression management, existing tech-

nologies enable facial expression detection [8]. After rec-

ognizing the unflattering facial expression, they can ad-

just some facial features to make the photo more flatter-

ing. However, for other impression management cases—

for example appearance—the detection is not straightfor-

ward. Appearance is very subjective and highly dependent

on each person and their context. Sometimes the bound-

ary between good and bad content is blurred (e.g., a vintage

style outfit vs. an inmodest outfit). Researchers in computer

vision should develop more advanced models to distinguish

them.

Similarly, for two personal information categories (fac-

tual personal information and subjective personal infor-

mation), some content can already be accurately identified

and then obscured (e.g., texts in different contexts [23]),

while challenges remain in automatically detecting per-

sonal habits and interests. People’s tastes and associated

privacy concerns are divergent. Hence, the future mecha-

nisms should be more customized for individual users. Take

album covers as an example: ideally, the system learns from

a user’s public music preferences (e.g., followed bands,

liked musicians) to get an understanding of what they pre-

fer to show to their audience, then filter out and obfuscate

any accidentally captured album covers in a photo that show

obviously discrepant tastes.

Regarding the subcategory illegal/inappropriate content,

computer vision mechanisms should have the ability to ac-

curately capture certain objects, such as beer cans and drug

test strips. Once identified, systems can either replace a beer

can with a coke can, or suggest not to make it public.

6. Limitations and Future Work

While we categorized the sensitive content in photos,

there are other factors that may affect the sensitivity, such

as photo recipient, sharing context, sharing purpose, and the

preferences of users. These factors might even interact with

the content (i.e., content that is innocuous in one context

may be considered sensitive in another context). One po-

tential way to address this issue is with user-tailored pri-

vacy solutions that address individual differences and pre-

dict users’ privacy preferences based on their known charac-

teristics to provide personalized privacy settings [20]. In our

next study, we plan to study one of these factors in depth:

the recipient. By investigating users’ sharing preference of

each sensitive category with different recipient groups, we

will get a more complete picture of the requirements for

human-centered privacy protections for photos.

7. Conclusion

To develop an effective photo privacy protection system,

the first thing designers need to know is what content is con-

sidered sensitive and therefore needs to be obscured. How-

ever, until now, there has been no systematic framework for

identifying sensitive content in photos that was based on

data rather than anecdote. In this work, we present a frame-

work based on a human-centered study that identifies sensi-

tive content in photos. This framework may benefit privacy,

online social network, and computer vision researchers, and

provide insights about how computer vision may more ef-

fectively and efficiently enhance photo privacy.
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